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One-stop reference to more than 6,000 of the most frequently used terms, phrases and
abbreviations associated with the eye and vision.

Ideal for use by ophthalmic aides, technicians and secretaries who must use optometric and
ophthalmological expressions in correspondence and record keeping. It will also come in handy
when practitioners try to explain certain eye conditions to their patients. --20/20 MagazineI
unreservedly recommend this dictionary. --Current Eye ResearchIt's my lifesaver! I can't live
without it! --Medical Transcriptionist
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The Little Eye Book: A Pupil's Guide to Understanding Ophthalmology The Ophthalmic
Assistant: A Text for Allied and Associated Ophthalmic Personnel



Heavenly Fila, “It is very easy to use and to look up things I dont .... I use this book AT LEAST
twice a day. It is very easy to use and to look up things I dont know or cant remember. I had been
out of Ophthalmology for about 10 years so I had forgotten a lot of things. This helped me a LOT!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Worth it for sure.. Great text book. I found it extremely useful and used it
all most daily when doing my Opticians course.”

Jackie COA, “Jackie COA. I bought this book and love it! I love the fact that I can carry it in my
pocket book. In the field I work in its very important to make sure you spell things correctly. I been
in this field for 6 years and I still run across words I not sure of. I definitely worth the money!”

Benjamin Trowbridge, “Very Happy. Very pleased with purchase and service. Arrived sooner
than I expected. The Dictionary of Eye Terminology is an excellent resource for my career in
Vision Care!”

Jody Cramer, “Excellent resource. Stored in desk drawer and is used frequently for quick
references.”

Beekeeper, “What I needed for school. What I needed for school!”

Lori W., “Very professional and informative. I work for a large Ophthalmology group and we use
this as our standard for abbreviations. This book is a must for training purposes and even though
I have been in the business for 29 years, I still refer to it from time to time.”

Dee Wilson, “I purchased this book several years ago for my staff .... I purchased this book
several years ago for my staff. This book comes in handy when I am talking with parents and
staff members that do not understand different eye conditions.”

Alrak, “Wi-fi free. A quick reference dictionary when wifi is not available LolVery easy to use”

T Steeves, “So now it kind of looks bad, but does the job. Needed it for school. Works well. This
sticker on the back would not come off properly. So now it kind of looks bad, but does the job.”

Erubin, “Five Stars. Same as describe”

C. B., “Great Eye Dictionary. I love learning different eye terminologys, I'm happy with my
purchase.”

Cheryl Schreyer, “It all makes sense. Up to date stuff”



The book by Martin Pollizotto has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 120 people have provided feedback.
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